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THE BEGINNING

1953 - 1990

1995 - 2000

2007

The American Iron and Steel Corporation operated a

metal recycling facility at 2800 Pacific Street North. The

company was involved in a kickback scheme for metal

from dismantled streetcars from the Twin City Transit

Company.

American Iron and Steel Corporation proposes a

Kondirator shredder. Activists protest that increased

pollution will result. 1998 City of Minneapolis and

Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board sue the MPCA

arguing the need for an Environmental Impact Statement.

The Court rules against them. 2000 City of Minneapolis

approves an $8.75 million settlement to American Iron

Supply for lost profit and agrees to allow installation of a

shredder.

Site purchased by Northern Metals Recycling (parent

company is British-owned European Metal Recycling).

They install and operate a “Metso” shredder which begins

operating in 2009 amid protests.



AIR POLLUTION & FINES

2010

2012

October 2014

“complete corrective actions” which included applying

for a permit amendment to modify permit limits.

NMR fined $15,000 by Minnesota Pollution Control

Agency for air-quality permit violations and is required

to

citizens meet in protest.

MPCA ups NMR’s pollution limits after environmental

review and a health risk assessment. Several concerned

The state installs air-quality monitor near NMR.

June 2015

proposed MPCA order for further testing.

More TSP’s (Total Suspended Particulates} than

allowable are measured. MPCA adds another monitor.

Elevated levels of lead and other heavy metals are also

recorded. NMR sues to stop air monitoring and attempts

to block a

May 2016

Two years of measured exceedances and violations

occur in area. MPCA files in district court to stop

operations of shredder and processing in the metals

recovery plant and a rain /snow shed. MPCA moves to

revoke permit as shredder not airtight.



SETTLEMENT

August 2016

Fall 2016

December 2016

attached rain and snow shed until improvements are

documented.

NMR is ordered by district court judge to temporarily

stop operating their metals recovery plant and an

MPCA and NMR ordered to mediate. The company

wants to discuss a settlement.

The City of Minneapolis becomes a party to a

settlement.

March 6 2017

by August 2019.

Northern Metals agrees to a settlement requiring

payment of $2.5 million in costs and penalties (including

$600,000 to the City of Minneapolis for community

health projects) and relocation of the shredder to a non-

metro location



DELAY AND ALTERED
READINGS

April 2018

August 1 2019

Septmber 4 2019

settlement money.

The City of Minneapolis forms a community advisory

committee to give input and help decide how to spend

the

Becker, MN.

Court allows Northern Metals to continue operating

shredder past deadline pending completion of facility in

conduct was not an aberration — but rather an

intentional, regular, and routinized process of

falsification of its Records.” – MPCA. The company is

ordered to have additional monitors and reports at the

Becker, MN location. CMEJ objects to the settlement and

calls for a criminal investigation by the Hennepin County

Attorney.

Northern Metals admits to altering pollution emission

readings and agrees to immediately and permanently

close the shredding facility. “The willfulness and number

of falsifications demonstrates that Northern Metals’



FIRES

February 2020

April 21 2021

Vehicles stored at Becker, MN facility catch fire and burn

for days. MPCA orders facility shutdown due to

“imminent and substantial danger” to the public.

Company ordered to do an environmental damage

assessment, prepare a cleanup plan and update their

storage plan.

Minneapolis inspectors had visited the site 18 times

since February 2020 and found the site in compliance

with fire codes.

Storage pile at Northern Metals facility in Minneapolis

catches fire. The cause is ruled to be spontaneous

combustion in the large pile of rubbish and metal.


